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themselves begin to assume artificial intelligence will be seen to mirror the idiotic tendencies at play in ideas of human intelligence more generally.
Steyerl claims that AS is a new condition brought about by social media and the wider automation of social relations.
8 I want to suggest that, while AS may be more apparent in the period of digital media, it is a long-standing feature of patriarchal structures, very much evinced by their negation of the oppression that characterises them. Indeed, in light of the recent Harvey Weinstein case, much media attention is denouncing the 'wilful ignorance' of the movie industry and is even used in men's own defence 9 . In this respect, we can consider the movie industry to be indicative of western institutions that have long structured gender and representation through wilful and artificial stupidity.
The Turing Test
It is notable that AI is subject to testing in a way that AS is not. In the spirit of My Fair Lady, a second man (Caleb Smith) is invited to judge Nathan's success in programming his robotic protégé, Ava. Not only can she reproduce perfectly grammatical sentences, she can express sentiment beyond her scripted remit. The intensity of her emotional life, desire and even the impotent hatred for her maker, demonstrate her 'authenticity' as a wilful and 'difficult' woman.
Both men become victims of their own hetero-sexual stereotyping that Nathan refers to as 'programming', indicating the paradox of behaviour that is acknowledged but must remain intractable. The question of whether Ava has consciousness and can pass as an intelligent human subject is referred to in the film as the Turing Test, a misappropriation of Alan Turing's 'imitation game' in which an interrogator of unspecified gender is invited to discern the difference between a The object of the game for the third player (B), is to help the interrogator. The best strategy for her is possibly to give truthful answers. She can add such things as "I am the woman, don't listen to him!" to her answers, but it will avail nothing as the man can make similar remarks. We now ask the question, "what will happen when a machine takes the part of A in this game?" 13 .
Thus, while the woman is tasked with honesty, man and machine must contest the authenticity of the female player and her claims upon truth. A gendered interpretation of the imitation game is that will soon be no more than fossilised strata in an otherwise indifferent universe. This point is made by Nathan as he and Caleb look out over lush forest from the vantage of the intelligent house, 'the AI's will one-day look back on humans as we now look at fossil skeletons on the plains of justified by the ends they seem to serve.
At one point, Nathan repeatedly utters the lines from the Bhagavad Gita, famously cited by J. Robert Oppenheimer on witnessing the first nuclear explosion that he was instrumental in engineering:
In battle, in forest, at the precipice in the mountains,
On the dark great sea, in the midst of javelins and arrows,
In sleep, in confusion, in the depths of shame,
The good deeds a man has done before defend him 23 .
This position is one typical to patriarchal indolence that shucks responsibility for local forms of violence by referring to the totality of its great technical achievements. In what comes as close as possible to an insight into his own cruelty, Nathan is reassured by the aesthetic inevitability of romantic ruination, releasing him from questions of morality or responsibility.
Commenting on the Euro-American romantic predilection for ruins, Brian Dillon claims that between the fifteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth, art and literature were gripped by love of the ruin as the 'objects of doleful meditation and thrilling self-projection, architectural memento mori directed at the individual conscience or at whole civilizations…' 24 . Now that the projected demise constitutes the entirety of human life, the architects of ecological adversity are free to ponder their legacy in its imagined aftermath. The research facility's remoteness is matched by the detachment of its lone human occupant, Nathan. The film valorises this single figure as engineer of an entire complex system of AI, reflecting the condition of digital corporations today and reminding us of the ways in which the heroic valorisation of a few white men masks the labour, exploitation, resources and bodies of remote multitudes. Like our own digital devices (phones, laptops, ipads), the pristine robots of Nathan's research facility are stripped of any reference to the globally distributed workforce necessary to their assembly. It is well documented that the digital relations of production are shaped by complex global networks of exploitation that include Congolese slave miners extracting minerals for ICT components; exploited workers in off-shore assembly lines; low-paid engineers in India and e-waste workers in remote developing economies. 29 The film perfectly expresses the disconnect between the messy materiality of production, and the fetishized techno-objects of global capitalism It was arguably a propensity for romantic idealism that helped to shield industrial nations from thoughts of their own exploitative endeavours, which quickly came to seem necessary. Even as it pursued the overly rationalised signatures of a machine aesthetic reflected in the European avantgarde art, modernism was always imbued with the romantic spirit. Albert Gelpi claims that while
Modernists' might declaim the romantic spirit, they also 'adopted positions that are unmistakably, though sometimes covertly, Romantic.' 30 In the mid-twentieth century, for example, American schools of painterly abstraction were characterised by the spirit of 'pure' medium or 'pure' feeling as we see in the taste for Abstract Expressionism, also known as 'automatic art'. In this school, canvases are often pure colour-field, or seemingly random paint application, guided by the notion of truth to medium. At the forefront of these explorations, painters such as Mark Rothko, Jackson
Pollock and Robert Motherwell embodied the romantic figure of the artist, grappling with inner demons that must remain at large in order that their art retain a sense of authenticity-in accordance with the romantic legacy. Such artists were possessed by the burden of expressionism, of a kind that might find source in the primeval forces Freud had banished to the unconscious. Artistic internal struggle became the analogue for rude, untrammelled nature with the white man as its privileged shaman, divining the waters of capital with a paintbrush as they were channelled ever Westward.
Abstraction became entirely conterminous with the psychic interiority of the artist. Abstract Expressionism was driven by insistence on the purity of the painterly medium. The artist must imbibe emotion from the unconscious, maintaining a sub-emotional register whilst attaining an authenticity analogous with a truth to materials. While the painting may well be chosen for its value as a commodity or as a trope of high modernism, perhaps another reading is possible in the context of a film where data plays such a key role. That its sinuous surface can be seen as a metaphor for data-a mass of information that may seem to be automatically generated, yet whose studied curation might give rise to determinable pattern and novelty. To understand the generative potential of information (in particular, biological information) gives rise to fantasies of absolute control. Such an act would find pattern in randomness, the raison d'être of big data.
Pollock's search for the meaning that, by definition, could have no meaning beyond subjective expression, drove him ever deeper into expressive torment and the alcoholism that eventually killed him. A number of the American Abstract Expressionists were eventually driven to early death, such was the unsustainability of the oblivion from which they drew the authentic signatures of creativity (Rothko; de Kooning; Motherwell). These artists embody the myth of artistic genius whose selfimmolation works as the very index of authenticity. Thus, the films ending, where Nathan is killed 31 Garland, Ex Machina, op cit by his own creation reproduces the mythic hero drawn from the romantic gothic imagination such as we see in Shelley's Frankenstein.
Nathan looks longingly to the romantic character of Abstract Expressionism, at once destructive and creative, that might facilitate a position between randomness and programme-a moment of self-reflection that might alter his own predilection for predetermination. Were such a position available to him, there might be a chance that he would survive beyond the end of the movie.
Datamass
Earlier, I noted the figural conflations of outside and inside as they characterise both the research facility and Ava's body. We can pursue these metaphors into the articulation of nature and/as data. The digital capture and rendering of the world's landmass as datasets is also its datafication, which transforms 'the ordering of space, territory and sovereignty' 32 . As data sensed by remote arms of the techno-military apparatus, landmass is appropriated as datamass. Yet the translation of territory from instantaneously sensed datasets is at odds with gradual processes of environmental degradation as manifest in geological time. 33 Recent theorists of ecology and the Orchestrating the apparent randomness of natural forces, data is the new organising principle of the universe. Whether at the scale of supernova or the sub atomic particle, matter need not manifest as visible material, but as data sets that bear witness to what is outside of human scope to see. It is in this manner that our digital devices seem to have access to more than just geolocation and the newly lucrative dimensions of space and time. They are conduits through which otherwise unknowable matter is enlivened and through which life itself now courses. Ava and her contemporaries crudely demonstrate their relationship to data through the analogy of electronic circuitry that runs under their silicone skin. Kyoko, Nathan's house servant, peels back the flesh of her face to reveal electronic circuitry, exposing to Caleb the contradiction of her (and his own) apparent human verisimilitude. Anxious about his own representational status, Caleb cuts his own wrist to draw blood-an act that can do little to dispense with the anxiety that life itself is now data.
Ava and Kyoko are the recent manifestation of a long-standing tradition that situates women as a metaphor for nature to be tamed and exploited by paternal tutelage. The possession of women's bodies has long precipitated the seizure and colonisation of land, being an extension of territory whose appropriation constitutes masculinity. Silvia Federici makes this point through her extensive analysis of the ways in which women were systematically disenfranchised by the Witch hunts that took place in sixteenth and seventeenth century Europe and the New World. 35 The associations of sexual impropriety and primitivism accorded to witches, as it was to indigenous American Indians made their colonisation and control seem necessary. Federici claims that, 'in the European fantasy, America itself was a reclining naked woman seductively inviting the approaching white stranger' 36 .
Masculinity has its basis in such appropriation-aligned with predatory animal nature, while woman is the fertile plot, whose contours passively await male inscription. woman are conflated as the ground upon which the masculine imaginary can seed itself. Female beauty, like the sublime natural landscape, is the object of terror par excellence that must be possessed and controlled, even as it is fetishised and overvalued by the very culture that it threatens to undermine. Ava and Kyoko represent data-rich fetish objects that appropriate materiality, land and the body more generally. Grinberg aligns data with the body of the woman: 'In our cultural imaginary, data is like a woman… The language of liquidity. Flows, leaks, streams, oceans, rivers…' 37 . Data is depicted as a 'proto-natural substance that fills objects and bodies.'
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Datafication signals a new order of colonisation whereby all things can be legitimately captured because they exist upon a plain of material equivalence that disavows the particularity of their qualities. Thus, Caleb's need to find flows beneath his skin that remind him of a pre-digital materiality, one that essentially privileged man over other forms of material being.
The artificial woman is a recurring motif of cinema, which Doane refers to as the 'fantasmatic ground of cinema itself,' 39 an idea that helps to trace the apparent contradiction of woman as at once nature and machine. Woman has evolved culturally from being the literary text, or tissue 40 upon which the male author inscribes his signature, 41 to the cinematic celluloid upon which this body is, again, written, and written upon, 42 increasingly bearing the promise of both biological and mechanical reproduction. 43 As data object, Ava marks the end of biological reproduction and the acceleration of memory beyond a culturally specific narrative. Ava's memory 37 Yulia Grinberg 'The Emperor's New Clothes: Implications of nudity as a racialized and gendered metaphor in discourse on personal data' in Digital Sociologies eds. Jessie Daniels, Karen Gregory Despite her status as data object, Ava still cleaves to the classic figure of the cinematic femme fatale and as such, is in possession of both a child-like innocence and a deadly sophistication. The femme fatale's sexual tension is achieved by being at once the reassuring arbiter of masculinity's imagined superiority, whilst also and with no warning, overwriting this superiority with unanticipated wit. This act, whereby a woman exposes the inequity of gender relations and threatens to out-perform its masculine law, is always understood as a violent one. In this respect, male superiority is defensively protected as a non-violent right over those it subjugates.
The only other persistent female character in the film is the robot, Kyoko, who enacts the fantasy of the compliant Asian housewife. Kyoko is mute and subservient, we see her serving food and being sexually available for the two men, indeed, she is otherwise programmed not to understand them.
Nathan's aggression is once again neutralised by the idea that those it is directed toward are too stupid to understand it. Such attitudes have long sanctioned forms of violent oppression, whether of humans or animals; any sentient creature, that is, that may function to momentarily make systems of AS visible to themselves.
We see several other female robots, evidence of Nathan's early Promethean forays, depicted as 'troublesome' uncooperative women -unsatisfactory prototypes for the ideal heterosexual other.
These experiments include the body of a black woman with a silver alloy head that lacks its human casing. The cyborg sits naked under Nathan's supervision, her skull glinting in memory of the mines where such materials were excavated. Nathan appears to be teaching her to write-a strange instruction for a digital processor. Perhaps he is demonstrating handwriting as an ancient form of individuation in Western civilizations. He moves a pencil across a sheet of white paper to demonstrate, yet she remains inert, pencil in hand. This scene clearly illustrates the narrative of the unschooled 'primitive' body under direction of the 'civilised' colonial power. In the following shot, Nathan drags her sprawling, lifeless body across the floor, stubbornly raising her hand to a switch as though to insist on her potential to follow his instruction. Her resistance leads to a symbolic lynching: when we later see her inanimate corpse in the closet, her black body is headless. The violence of these scenes tells us much about the limited representation of blackness in white popular culture. The listless, uncooperative body of the faceless Jasmine (Google informs me this is her name) can only be a hindrance to the relative operational success of her fully formed Caucasian predecessor, whom we see briefly striding, naked and purposeful, across the same room. Video footage reveals a subsequent nude Japanese robot being interviewed by Nathan from behind glass:
"Why won't you let me out?" She asks him repeatedly, eventually dashing her own robotic fists against the wall until metallic wire stumps are all that remain.
We watch these episodes through the eyes of Caleb as he plunders Nathan's archived footage. He is evidently sickened and moves into Nathan's bedroom to find the women's lifeless electro-erotic carcases hanging in closets like outfits suited to certain moods of their owner. Caleb resolves to save the beautiful Ava before she too is decommissioned. In this case, desire for the beautiful robot is intimately related to ethical sensibility and justice, recalling Elaine Scarry's essay on the relation between beauty and justice. Scarry tries to invest the notion of beauty with ethical value-it inspires us to give up our place at the centre of our own narrative and to enjoy becoming adjacent or lateral 48 . Yet here we see the limit of socially constructed notions of beauty, unable to justify anything but the saviour of those who already occupy an exceptional and privileged proximity to the centre of power. Beauty offers justice for the one at the expense of the many Ava learns the value of staging her complicity in patriarchy as an essential characteristic of becoming a woman, as well as setting the scene for the overthrow of her oppressors. She infers the tenets of her own desirability from images of white women gleaned from magazines, or from the demure painting of a woman in white by Gustav Klimt. Here, the codes of appearance indicate success by submitting oneself to the pleasure of being desired, deploying a faux empowerment that fluctuates between sexual readiness and demure restraint. Appearing to internalise and accept these codes can be used against those who stand to gain from them. For instance, Ava appears to be interested in Caleb, but is rather gaming the codes of romantic interest in order to escape. If gender identity-and identity more generally-is little more than a series of repeated acts that calcify over time to appear natural 49 , Ava's staging is little more than the familiar, self-conscious orchestration
and reassertion of what is already the case. In other words, identity is played out within the tenets of a paternalist culture that has already decided how this movie will end. Ava's escape will be limited to continually reiterating these same gendered codes even beyond the research facility in order to protect her charade of femininity from detection as a non-essential condition. This is equivalent to the labour of being a young hetero-woman more generally and its performance of a double articulation -asserting one's own alterity only by being simultaneously contracted to male desire lest the sham of one's own gendered performance be detected. Such tacit agreement to the preconditions of patriarchal desire mean that emancipation within it, or from it, remain in the realms of fantasy -one equivalent with the fantasised dimensions that already constitute woman.
We have considered the artificial ruin to be characteristic of the romantic movementtestament to a hedonism that underlies Western European culture. This hedonism is inextricable from the romantic framing of patriarchy as the arbiter of its own wilful blindness and invisibility.
Today, it is data rather than nature that provide the raw material for the construction of an artificial ruin in advance of its actual fact. Ava signifies the motherless reproduction that is also the end of history. She is the latter-day ruin that heralds the end of men as their own magnificent fossilised reconstruction, re-enacting the banal violence that characterises Hollywood beyond the film set. It seems likely that until our education system confronts the elisions of logic that constitute the uncritical and unethical project of Western Euro-American intelligence, film's such as Ex Machina will continue to be lauded as intelligent, even though they articulate the callousness and wilful stupidity of entire industries and social systems.
